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WHO WE ARE

“Your men arrived, quickly evaluated the 
situation and made a quick decision to directly 
pipe cooling air into the intake of each of our 
Cisco Servers. Not only did this vastly improve 
our situation, but it also managed to look 
like it was engineered as an OEM field repair. 
Pleasantly surprised, we all admired the work. 
Our hats are off to your company for helping 
with a rather creative solution.”
~ Nick Walsh, Corporate Engineering, T-Mobile

PACIFIC AIR CONTROL
Quality Assured

MAINTENANCE, REPAIR SERVICES AND
EQUIPMENT REPLACEMENTS
• 24/7 control monitoring & emergency services

• New construction and tenant improvements

• Design & installation

• Maintain and repair HVAC systems for:   
  • Office & Retail
  • Financial Institutions & Medical Facilities
  • Government Institutions & Municipalities
  • Telecommunications Cellular Sites  
     & Data Centers
  • Manufacturing Facilities & Industrial Parks

Pacific Air Control, Inc. was founded in 1977. With over 
thirty years in the Heating, Ventilation, and Air Conditioning 
industry, PAC’s owner recognized the need for a high  
quality, dependable, and value oriented service and     
construction company with a strong focus on building 
long-term partnerships within the Commercial HVAC     
Industry. At Pacific Air Control, we have the expertise to 
work on most types of commercial HVAC and control  
systems and our technicians receive rigorous ongoing 
training to stay ahead of the technological advances 
within the industry. Our technicians are also trained on 
older   equipment to service our customers that own or
manage renovated historical office buildings with
older HVAC systems. By maintaining a wide variety of   
office buildings, financial institutions, medical facilities,
government institutions, telecommunications cellular sites 
and computer rooms, Pacific Air Control has decades of 
combined experience to offer our clients.

As one of the premier commercial HVAC contractors
in the Pacific Northwest, we combine our collective
experience, technical expertise and our industry’s
best practices to provide the best value to our
customers. We take pride in the reliability and technical
excellence of our services. Our technicians use the
latest technology to receive communications from our
dispatchers and our building controls experts carry
laptop computers and can interface with automated  
control systems to ensure they are prepared for any
situation. Pacific Air Control, Inc. has the depth and the
people to respond to any situation promptly, 24 hours a
day, seven days a week.


